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After the First Latin-American/European Conference held in Bogota in 
July 1974 and the Second Conference in Luxembourg, in November 1975, Delegations 
of the Latin-American and the European Parliaments met for their Third Conference 
in Mexico City, from 24 to 27 July 1977. 
The Latin-American Parliament was represented by Delegations from the 
following countries: 
Netherlands Antilles, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Surinam and venezuela. 
The Delegation of the European Parliament represented both the six 
political groups within that Institution and the nine Member States of the 
Community. The Council and the Commission of the European Communities also 
took an active part in the meeting. 
Members of the dissolved parliaments of Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, 
Peru and Uruguay attended the Conference as observers. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
The Third Conference was presided over by Mr Augusto G6mez Villanueva, 
President of the Latin-American Parliament and Mr Emilio Colombo, President 
of the European Parliament. 
Mr James Scott-Hopkins and Mr Hans LUcker were appointed Vice-Presidents 
for the European Parliament, and Senators Gilberta Avila Bottia and 
Ricardo Elhage for the Latin-American Parliament. 
Andres Townsend Ezcurra, Secretary-General of the Latin-American 
Parliament and Karlheinz Neunreither of the European Parliament acted as 
Secretaries-General of the Conference. 
By agreement between the Bureaux of the Latin-American and the European 
Parliaments, eight topics were included in the agenda and these were assigned 
to the three Working Committees made up of participants from all the delegations. 
The Political Affairs Committee was chaired by Senator Joaquin Gamboa 
and Mr Georges Spenale, with Senator Lucio Pabon Nunez and Miss Colette Flesch 
acting as rapporteurs. This Committee considered the new international economic 
order, human rights, and parliamentary institutions and democracy. 
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The Second Committee was concerned with economic and trade relations 
between Europe and Latin America and financial cooperation between the two 
regions. Mr nectar Rivierez and Mr Armando Sanchez Bueno were its co-chairmen 
and Mr Jesus Puente Leyva and Mr Renata Sandri the rapporteurs. 
The Third Committee, chaired jointly by Mr Cornenio Hueck and Mr 
Alfred Bertrand, studied the problems of international terrorism, the 
population explosion and cultural and technological cooperation between the 
Parliaments. This Committee's report was drawn up by Mr Tam Dalyell and 
Mr Francisco Guerrero. 
The European Parliament extended a cordial invitation to hold the 
Fourth European Community/Latin America Interparliamentary Conference next 
year in the European Community at a date and place to be decided in due course 
The Conference requested the Presidents of the European and Latin-
American Parliaments to take the necessary steps to comply with the provisions 
of this Final Act. 
The Conference also requested both Presidents to take all action they 
might deem appropriate to strengthen the ties between the two Parliaments and, 
with the approval of the respective Bureaux, to carry out the preliminary work 
for the Fourth European Community/Latin America Interparliamentary Conference. 
The European Parliament and the Latin-American Parliament wish to 
express their gratitude to the people and Government of Mexico, and 
particularly to the President of Mexico, Mr Jos~ L6pez Portillo, the Chamber 
of Deputies and the Senate, for their generous hospitality and for their 
contribution to the holding of this Third Interparliamentary Conference. 
The list of the members of the delegations, of special guests and 
observers who attended the proceeding is annexed to this Final Act. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Third European Community/Latin America Interparliamentary Conference 
approved a joint declaration and the reports produced by the three Committees, 
which constitute a true account of the agreements, conclusions and positions 
on which the merrbers present expressed consensus. 
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• 
JOINT DECLARATION 
The Third European Community/Latin America Interparliamentary Conference 
having resolved to maintain and consolidate the links between the Latin-
American Parliament and the European Parliament as a democratic and 
constructive form of international dialogue and cooperation; 
clearly recognizing that this solidarity between the Latin-American and the 
European Parliaments offers total support to all those who are struggling to 
establish and maintain democracy in their countries; 
having listened with emotion and sympathy to reports from members of the 
Latin-American parliaments that have been dissolved by unconstitutional means, 
and having learned of the conditions of insecurity, persecution and lack of 
freedoms which'prevail in countries where no parliamentary institutions exist; 
believing that these painful facts should strengthen the resolve to maintain 
and intensify the defence of parliamentary democracy and respect for human rights 
throughout the world; 
conscious that a profound change is needed in the international economy in 
order to ensure a more just and equitable system of cooperation among all 
States; 
submits to the authorities of the regions represented by the two 
Parliaments the following conclusions reached by common agreement at the 
Third European Community/Latin America Interparliamentary Conference • 
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REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
POLITICAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
The Political Affairs Committee, chaired jointly by 
Senator Joaquin GAMBOA PASCOE and Mr Georges SPENALE held three 
working sessions on 25 and 26 July 1977. The following items of 
the agenda: 
(1) the new international economic order 
(2) human rights policy 
(3) parliamentary institutions and democracy 
were discussed by the Committee on the basis of working documents 
prepared on behalf of the European Parliament by Miss Colette FLESCH 
and Mr Knud NIELSEN and on behalf of the Latin-American Parliament by 
Mr Jorge EFREN DOMcrNGUEZ, Mr Arturo HERNANDEZ GRISANTI, and Mr Andr~s 
TOWNSEND EZCURRA. The committee's two rapporteurs, Miss Colette FLESCH 
and Senator Lucio PABON NUNEZ submit the following report: 
I. THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER 
The Committee expressed extreme concern that it had not proved 
possible to abolish the gap between industrialized and developing countries 
in recent years and that the less developed countries had not shared 
equitably in the prosperity generated in the developed countries. It pointed 
out that the less developed countries constituted a fundamental part of the 
process of world economic growth and therefore a new economic order was 
needed as much by the industrialized as by the less developed countries. 
A profound change was needed in the international economic order, not 
only for reasons of ethics and international justice, but also for practical 
reasons of common sense and simple survival. In order to maintain world 
peace, solutions should be sought through dialogue and not through confrontation. 
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This did not mean an endless exchange of ideas1 it meant that action 
should be taken at the appropriate moment in the interests of the 
participants in the dialogue. 
This new international economic order must be brought about by a 
thorough modification of the structure of international economic relations, 
particularly as regards: 
the present economic and monetary system, which was in permanent 
disorder and threatened to cause a similarly permanent inflation, 
hampering international trade and menacing the stability and planned 
development of the world economy. The new international monetary 
system must respond better to the nlanetary needs of the less developed 
countries, principally by building up reserves. These countries. should 
have a say in decisions that are taken in this area1 
trade in raw materials with less developed countries which must be 
changed to combat unremunerative.prices, and to improve trade in, 
and distribution, processing and transport of raw materials. The 
integrated programme for raw materials as proposed in May 1976 at 
UNCTAD IV in Nairobi, should provide the basis for the restructuring 
of this trade1 
industrialization of the developing countries. Although agriculture 
and the export of commodities would continue to represent the developing 
countries' main source of income, for same time, these countries were . .i 
rightly demanding a broader basis for their development, including, 
in particular, the industrial processing of their own raw materials. 
It was pointed out that the measures to be taken in the aforementioned 
fields ought to be accompanied by others, notably as regards the transfer ot" 
technology and the allocation of financial resources. 
In this connection, the Committee recommended: 
1. that the decisions adopted at the recent Conference on international 
economic cooperation be put into effect as soon as possible, notably 
as regards a common fund for financing trade in raw materials. This 
fund should, if necessary, comprise buffer stocks, to be financed by 
both producer and consumer countries. In this context, it would be 
well to study the possibilities of creating an international system 
to stabilize the deveJ oping countries.' revenues from the export of 
certain basic commodities of world importance, on the lines of the 
STABEX system currently in effect within the framework of the Lom6 
Convention between the ACP countries and the EEC1 
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2. that the developing countries' debt burden be examined case by case 
and an action plan drawn up to help the poorest countries through an 
appropriate international body, and that an analysis be made of the 
possibility of creating appropriate financial mechanisms, particularly 
in the case of Latin America; 
3. that, in the field of transfer of technological expertise, the EEC and 
its Member States cooperate actively in drawing up an international code 
of conduct for the transfer of technology designed to meet the specific 
needs of the developing countries. 
Finally, notwithstanding the fact that Latin America was an integral 
part of the Group of 77, the Committee emphasized that because Latin America 
and the Europe of the Nine shared common problems they should present a 
unified front, particularly in the international forums where matters of 
development cooperation are discussed. In this way, within a context of 
permanent concern for the exchange of information, the interdependence of 
Latin America and the European Community would be established in a spirit 
of international brotherhood to the benefit of all parties concerned. 
II. DEFENCE OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
The Committee noted that human rights policy is not a far-fetched 
goal but a concrete programme. In all too many places every day elementary 
respect of human life and dignity was being disregarded. Innocent people 
were kidnapped, arrested, jailed, tortured and murdered because of their 
race, religious creed or political belief. It would be indefensible for 
parliamentarians to remain silent and inactive. The Committee therefore 
decided to adopt the following recommendations and conclusions: 
The time is past when the raisons d'Etat, political opportunism and a 
misinterpreted or misapplied doctrine of non-interference could be opposed 
to the defence of human rights. All states recognize the inalienable nature 
of human rights as laid down in universal declarations and regional 
conventions, and they admit their validity as legal norms. 
This universal admission that the human individual is a subject of 
international law amounts to the acceptance of a universal obligation. All 
states have the duty to be actively concerned whenever human rights are 
endangered. 
The renewed interest in human rights should be regarded as a permanent 
moral concern, not a party-political issue. 
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The Committee recommends that, save for humanitarian reasons in exceptional 
circumstances, support in any form whatever should be refused to regimes with 
a record of gross systematic violation of human rights and, conversely, 
that every effort to maintain or reinstate the rule of law and the respect 
of the individual should be encouraged. 
Human rights mean the effective existence of political, economic and· 
cultural democracy through individual and collective guarantees ensuring 
freedom of personal development under social justice and access to 
culture for all. Man cannot be politically free if he is not free from 
want and fear. 
The right to work must be regarded as one of the fundamental human 
rights. 
Parliaments should promote in their countries public awareness of the 
need for full respect of equal rights for women. 
Constitutional law everywhere should include rights for full political 
participation of all minorities. 
The most intolerable violations are certainly torture, cruel and 
inhuman treatment, prolonged detention without charge or fair trial. 
Clearly, the fight for human rights must include efforts to break the 
chain of violence and remove the causes and sources of this violence. 
Since our Second Conference, the General Assembly of the United Nations 
has adopted a resolution on the protection of all persons from being 
subjected to torture and other cruel inhuman or degrading treatment. This 
world-level declaration must be complemented by regional guarantees, by 
cooperation among international non-governmental organizations devoted 
to human rights, and by intercontinental links between legislators and 
parliamentarians working closely together on human rights questions. 
The Committee sees as a particularly encouraging sign the creation by 
the Latin-American Parliament at its Cura~ao Conference of a Human 
Rights Committee. 
The Committee requests all governments concerned to accede to, or, as 
appropriate, ratify and implement, the San Jos~ Inter-American Convention 
on Human Rights. 
The Committee has noted the proposal made by the Delegation from 
Colombia, that in each national parliament an Office be created for the 
Defence of Human Rights. 
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The Committee has noted with satisfaction that the Community 
institutions have expressed, in a recent Joint Declaration, their 
resolve to guarantee full respect of human rights for all citizens and 
that the European Parliament actively promotes measures in favour of 
human rights. 
Referring to the Luxembourg Interparliamentary Conference recommendation 
that joint European Parliament/Latin-American Parliament working parties 
in the field of human rights be set up, the present Mexico Conference now 
recommends, as a matter of political urgency, that consideration be given 
to the setting up of a joint European Parliament/Latin-American 
Parliament working group on human rights that would express their common 
condemnation of systematic repression and their common resolve to 
intervene for humanitarian reasons. This group would naturally have a 
special concern for parliamentarians in difficulty. 
All participants stated their determination to manifest international 
solidarity in defence of human rights against 'the international 
solidarity of repression'. 
III. PARLIAMENTARY INSTITUTIONS AND DEMOCRACY 
The Political Affairs Committee of the Third Interparliamentary 
Conference heard moving accounts from parliamentarians in exile and former 
members of dissolved Parliaments from Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Peru and 
Uruguay. The Committee expressed its solidarity with them and its 
determination to work for a return to true parliamentary democracy and 
restoration of full freedom of the press in these countries. It noted 
with great interest the declaration of the representatives from Argentina, 
Bolivia, Chile and Uruguay included in ~_he Fi~ai -Atte of tbe _Third 
Interparliamentary Conference. 
The Committee expressed its hope that the promised elections in 
Peru would take place soon on the basis of universal, direct and secret 
suffrage, as laid down in the Declaration of Human Rights. 
The Committee noted with satisfaction the European Parliament 
delegates' statements concerning the favourable developments which brought 
Greece, Portugal and Spain back to parliamentary democracy. 
It also noted that preparations were under way in the nine 
European Community Member States for direct elections by universal 
suffrage to the European Parliament and that the major political 
movements had started to organize themselves at Community level. 
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The Committee made the following recommendations: 
that the parliamentary institution should receive firm support as 
the truest expression of democracy and freedom 
that all parliaments should fully discharge the constitutional duties 
entrusted to them by the people 
that parliamentary institutions, whenever they had been dissolved, 
should be promptly restored in order to re-establish democratic life. 
Finally, the Committee declared that freedom of opinion and 
expression and the right of association were the natural foundation of 
all elementary political and legal principles of democracy. These 
principles included the right of the people to establish the rule of law: 
periodical free elections; the right of existence for all non-violent 
political parties; the plurality of political parties; democratic 
safeguards for a legal opposition and for minorities, and their right to 
participate fully in political life; the existence of effective counter-
vailing powers, such as an independent judiciary: liberal education and 
pluralistic information. 
In the fight for greater democracy, parliaments have the duty to make 
the best use of their powers and to work for full democratization of 
institutions. The torch of full democracy must shine ~verywhere. 
0 0 0 
The delegation of Guatemala stated at the Conference the position 
of its country in the search for a peaceful solution to the problems 
now arising in connection with Belize. 
The British Members of the European Parliament Delegation stated 
at the Conference the position of their country in the search for a 
peaceful solution to the problems now arising in connection with Belize. 
The Conference unanimously agreed that these statements be 
recorded. 
0 0 0 
The Third Interparliamentary Conference wished to commemorate 
the noble figure of Hector Gutierrez Ruiz, martyr for democracy. 
0 0 0 
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At the second sitting on 27 July it was decided to insert the 
following at the end of the report by the Political Affairs Committee: 
' the THIRD EUROPEAN COMMUNITY/LATIN AMERICA INTERPA:RLIAMENTARY 
CONFERENCE affirms its solidarity and support for the asylum offered by the 
the Mexican Government to DR HECTOR CAMPORA, and appeals to the Argentine 
Government to grant him safe conduct to make the right of asylum ·effective. 
0 0 0 
The undersigned, Members of the dissolved Parliaments of the 
Argentine Republic, the Republic of Bolivia, the Republic of Chile 
and the Republic of Uruguay, meeting in Mexico City on the occasion of 
the Third European Community/Latin America Interparliamentary Conference, 
in their capacity as the legitimate representatives of ~ublic opinion in 
their respective countries, 
having regard to the establishment in the above countries of military 
dictatorships which have employed violent means to dissolve the 
national Parliaments and abolish the other democratic institutions 
expressing popular sovereignty, 
having regard to the violation in these countries of all fundamental 
rights, with the result that deprivation of civil and political rights, 
persecution, torture and, in many cases, murder have become the standard 
means by which the dictatorships prolong their rule, 
in the knowledge that the representatives of the European Parliament 
and the Latin-American Parliament share the ideals of freedam, 
democracy and pluralism which are implicit in the common culture and 
civic, political and social traditions of their people$, 
encouraged by the support of public opinion in the countries of Latin 
America and the European Community for these oppressed peoples: 
1. Express their most sincere thanks to the President of the United 
States of Mexico, the President of the European Parliament and 
the President of the Latin-American Parliament far the welcome and 
expressions of sympathy which they have received~ 
2. Address this APPEAL TO PUBLIC OPINION IN THE COUNTRIES OF LATIN 
AMERICA AND THE EUROPEAN CG1MUNITY 
in which they 
(a) condemn once again the military regimes established in 
Argentina, Bolivia, Chile and Uruguay~ 
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(b) deplore the systematic violation of popular sovereignty in these 
countries and the disregard for the procedures of 
representative democracy~ 
(c) urge once again the full restoration of a democratic system 
based on ideological pluralism and popular sovereignty~ 
(d) pay sincere homage to those parliamentarians who have been 
abducted or assassinated for their political convictions, 
including Hector GonzAlez Ruiz and Zelmar Michelini of Uruguay~ 
Gatons Lobos, Carlos Lorca and Vicente Atencio of Chile; 
Mario Angel Amaya, Miguel Zavala Rodriguez, Leonardo Bettnain 
and Diego Muniz Barrento of Argentina~ 
(e) call onfue Latin-American signatory countries (particularly Chile 
and Uruguay) of the American Convention on Human Rights, adopted 
in November 1969 by eighteen participant states at the OAS 
Conference in San Jos~ (Costa Rica), to implement the Convention 
and urge those Latin-American countries which have not yet done 
so to sign it, so as to enable the Inter-American Commission on 
Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights to 
function; 
(f) request the Latin-American and European countries to spare no 
effort in the various international fora to promote the 
restoration of democracy and fundamental freedoms in Argentina, 
Bolivia, Chile and Uruguay. 
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REPORT OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE ON 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL RELATIONS 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND LATIN AMERICA 
After a lengthy exchange of views on the reports on economic and 
financial cooperation, the Economic Affairs Committee of the Third European 
Community/Latin America Interparliamentary Conference reached the following 
conclusions: 
The Committee noted first that the Latin-American countries' trade 
deficit with the European Community has continued to increase, and that Latin 
America is playing an increasingly marginal role in the economic relations of 
the European Community, despite the warnings given in this respect at the 1974 
and 1975 Interparliamentary Conferences. 
The participants expressed the wish that the causes of this 
deterioration and means to end it be examined by both parties and that 
concrete proposals be made as soon as possible to the authorities of the 
European Community and of the Latin-American states for an appreciable 
improvement of the access of Latin-American products to Community markets. 
The Committee felt that means could be found to increase mutual trade 
on the basis of the principles of complementarity of resources and of mutual 
interest of the two partners, to whom the conclusions of the Second Inter-
parliamentary Conference, held in Luxembourg, were expressly addressed. Only 
in this manner willit be possible to improve the balance of trade, which has 
remained unfavourable for the Latin American countries. In this context, 
concern was expressed about the serious problem of the growing indebtedness 
of the Latin-American countries - equally a reflection of their unfavourable 
export situation. It was noted in this connection that simultaneously with 
the growth of the external debt of the developing countries, there has been 
a reduction in official financial assistance from the industrialized countries, 
while costly borrowing from the private international banking sector has 
increased. 
The Committee took note of some measures that had been taken in recent 
years by the European Community in order to achieve a better trade balance 
between the two regions. 
The participants welcomed the improvement and enlargement of the 
Community's generalized preference system and its express wish to continue the 
system in the years to come. 
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The Committee, nevertheless, carefully noted that the members of the 
Latin-American delegation felt that the system, because of its unilateral 
nature and because of its slight effect on industrialized agricultural products, 
had not been able to meet Latin America's need to develop its exports to the 
European Community. The Committee also pointed out that the system lacked 
those guarantees of permanence that would encourage Latin American countries 
to carry out long-term industrial plans and projects. 
The Committee expressed the wish that the scheme be improved and made 
more efficient, that more complete information be provided on beneficiary 
countries, and that new trade opportunities for Latin American products be 
considered. 
The Committee also noted with satisfaction the Community's decision 
to lift from 1 April 1977 the temporary ban on the import of beef from third 
countries into the Community. In order to prevent the reintroduction of 
measures prejudicial to Latin-American interests, the Committee proposed 
that a study be made of means to promote exports from these countries, within 
the framework of interdependence of the interests of both regions. 
It likewise took note of the Latin-American countries' criticism of 
certain aspects of the Community's agricultural and trade policies, particularly 
as regards Latin-American exports of coffee and bananas. 
The Committee invited the European Community authorities to take full 
account of Latin-American interests in the distribution of financial 
assistance granted by the Community to non-associated developing countries. 
The Committee felt that at least 50% of the total resources allocated by the 
Community for this type of financial assistance could be channelled to Latin-
American countries. 
It was stressed in this connection that cooperation should not favour 
the interests of the privileged classes and that it should be directed to 
democratic developing countries and projects that promote regional integration 
and the social progress of the people. 
The Committee welcomed the progress of integration on the Latin-American 
continent, as shown by the creation of the Latin-American Economic System 
(SELA) and by the consolidation of subregional organizations, such as the 
Central American Common Market and the Andean Group. It also expressed 
satisfaction that, during the recent visit of the Permanent Secretary of 
SELA to Brussels in May 1977, the European Community authorities said they 
were prepared to collaborate with this organization. 
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The Committee recommended that possibilities of Community aid being 
granted to implement the first regional projects adopted under the SELA 
action programme and within the framework of the Central American Common 
Market and other regional and subregional integration organizations be examined 
and that substantial decisions be made on this in the near future. 
The Committee agreed that the present economic crisis in the industrialized 
world could not be resolved by protectionist measures. The Committee welcomed 
the industrialized nations' commitment to maintain a free trade system as the 
basis of world economic relations. At the same time it recognized that these 
nations needed to provide for a minimum of organizational norms so as to 
support, in certain circumstances, the weaker nations. 
The Committee felt that financial cooperation based on equality and 
compatibility of mutual interests was desirable in order to promote the use 
of European technology in the development of the natural resources of the 
Latin-American continent. It also recommended that the European Investment 
Bank should contribute by granting 'soft' loans for the exploitation of 
these resources, but without detriment to any type of priority projects. This 
would be a concrete expression of the fundamental solidarity that exists at 
the economic level between the European Community and the Latin•Arnerican 
countries, pending the early establishment of a European/Latin-American Bank to 
promote financial cooperation between the two regions.by making use of existing 
subregional financing agencies, such as the Central American Economic Integration 
Bank and the Andean Development Corporation. The European/Latin-American Bank 
should essentially fulfil the following functions: 
finance trade and regional investment projects in collaboration 
with existing regional and subregional organizations; 
promote non-traditional exports; 
establish discount and rediscount systems; 
improve terms of trade; and 
offer more favourable terms than those of the Euro-currency market. 
In view of the international economic crisis and its negative 
repercussions for developing countries, the Committee expressed its full support 
for the United Nations General Assembly resolution concerning the allocation 
of 0.7% of the industrialized countries' GNP to the less developed countries. 
In this connection the Committee considered with interest, but without 
achieving consensus, the possibility of establishing mechanisms which, through 
a fund drawn from a general consumer tax or an income tax or other similar 
source, would ensure an increase in official aid to debtor developing countries 
in order to strengthen their productive base. 
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The representatives of the Latin-American Parliament reiterated 
that the problems raised by them at the Conference could be understood 
and practically solved only on the basis of two important advances in 
international economic cooperation: 
The Declaration and Programme of Action on a New 
International Economic Order; and 
The Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. 
The Committee gave its unanimous support to this declaration. 
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PROPOSAL SUBMcrTTED BY THE DELEGATION FROM THE NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 
Having listened with interest to the discussions in this Committee, we 
shou~ like to propose that, in the Final Act of this Conference, the European 
Parliament be requested to publish an annual report on the progress of relations 
between the European Economic Community and the Latin-American Parliament. 
This information (which would, naturally, be sent to the Commission 
and the Council of the European Community) is necessary, as it would make 
it quite clear to public opinion how limited the tangible results are. 
The report would record the political reactions manifested during the 
European Community/Latin America Interparliamentary Conferences. It would 
also note results obtained in the following fields: 
Trade cooperation - preferential treatment 
Special trade agreements (Mexico, Uruguay, Braz.il) 
Other preferences 
Food aid 
Cultural cooperation (scholarships granted, training courses) 
Financial and technical cooperation 
Aid in regional cooperation (Andean Pact) 
Restoration of democratic regimes and respect for human rights. 
The report should also note the results of other action of the 
European Parliament on behalf of Latin America, through written questions 
or parliamentary reports and statements which are of great importance to 
Latin America. 
The European Parliament should likewise be requested to provide an 
.Jm1ual report on relations between the Commission of the European Economic 
Community and Latin America. 
An annual report of similar type is, in fact, already submitted to the 
Lome Convention countries by the Council of Ministers of the Lam~ Association. 
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THE SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND LEGAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
MET ON TWO OCCASIONS TO DISCUSS DEMOGRAPHIC POLICY, 
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT'S SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME FOR 
YOUNG LATIN-AMERICANS, AND INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 
Demographic Policy 
The Committee drew attention to the worrying increase in world 
population, and the inadequate distribution of resources to combat the 
poverty, malnutrition and illiteracy due to uncontrolled population growth. 
It endorsed the fundamental right of couples to determine freely and 
responsibly the number and spacing of their children, and to have the information, 
education and the means to do so. It agreed that population control policies 
must be applied in conjunction with complementary development, educational 
and social policies. It recognized that such policies should be given high 
priority by governments the world over, and that the family planning work of 
governmental and non-governmental organizations, such as the UNFPA and the 
IPPF, should be encouraged. It felt that education for family life should 
become an integral part of education systems throughout the world, and the 
implications of population growth for both Europe and Latin America should 
be studied further. It recommended that information should be exchanged on 
these issues at the next European Community/Latin America Interparliamentary 
Conference. 
Technological and Cultural Cooperation 
While warmly welcoming the European Parliament's scholarship programme 
for young Latin Americans, the Committee decided to recommend that the 
appropriate authorities be asked to review current procedures, to study the 
possibilities of enlarging the programme and to extend the programme to 
European visitors to Latin America. 
International Terrorism 
The Committee discussed the subject on the basis of three reports, 
one from a Mexican delegate, one from a Nicaraguan delegate and one from a 
Member of the European Parliament. 
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RE/\SONS FOR AND D/\STS OF THE NEW INTERNATIONAL 
ECONOMTC ORDER 
Nowadays there is a clear awareness of the need for a radical and 
profound change in the international economic system. This awareness is 
felt in the poorer countries, but the rich countries still resist this 
essential change in international economic relations. 
The establishment of a new international economic order is necessary 
and desirable for the whole of humanity, in order to achieve a stable peace, 
w~ich would otherwise be increasingly threatened, jeopardizing the world 
political balance. 
Tangibl0 proof of this international awareness can be found in the 
efforts of the last three years within and without the United Nations 
to seck formulas which will be acceptable to all parties and contain the 
seeds of the new international economic order. 
The crises which were denounced by the United Nations are growing 
increasingly acute, and the repercussions are now becoming startlingly 
evident. 
Inflation in energy, food and raw materials; currency fluctuations and 
above all unemployment, are the main areas where world disorder is at present 
at its most acute. There are a number of reasons for this, imbalances in 
the terms of trade between the major geo-economic areas of the world, the 
qrave inte·rnal problem~ of the major industrial regions, and also of the 
:;mallr•r r;IW matl•rLd producing areas. In short, tile• most disastrous a:;pc·r·L:; 
or the· pr,v<tilinq inl"rnalional economic disord('r '-'r" comin~J to a head. 
Venezuela and the other OPEC countries have LhroU<Jho·ut this proce:;:; 
continued to defend firmly the interests of Latin America and all the countries 
of the Third World. It is by this attitude that this major organization has, 
without a doubt, been rcsponsiblC' for 9iving a decisive impetus to the 
cohesion of the Third World, for placing in its hands an important bargaining 
counter, creating the necessary awareness in all quarters to ensure that this 
process of dialogue and understanding can be begun. Although this process 
ti;J~; 'J'- tim0:~ been Frustrating for our peoples, it must be maintained and 
::l.r<•T•'Jih••n"d, d:l IIH• only way to establish,, rH·w international economic 
r,rd•·r . .,,d ,,, ru.,int;tin world peace .is throuqh di;d<~JIIf' and noL confront<ll io11. 
Wr· <J:;l-:, nrJw mor•· t.llan ever, [or mutual und<·t·:;l.lltclincJ, particularly 
rJn thr" rj•.Jrt rJf UH! i ndustrilized countries for they have been and still 
. are: thr~ beneficiaries, at our expense, of the economic and polit.Jcal 
expansion of the last quarter of a century. 
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The present crisis in the world economy has profoundly affected 
international economic relations and brought out in particular three 
important points: 
1. Firstly, the system of international payments and the 
system of trade, both established after the second 
world war by the victorious powers for their own 
benefit, are no longer able to cope with a situation 
in which the international protagonists are no longer, 
as in the past, just a small number of countries which 
impose their own aims and objectives. This is why both 
systems have broken down. 
2. Secondly, there is a conviction nowadays of the need 
to seek a more rational use of the natural resources 
of the planet, particularly those which are not 
renewable. 
3. Thirdly, this crisis has brought about an awareness 
at world level of the possibility of change in favour 
of a system of international relations which is more 
just and equitable, which, on the basis of sovereign 
equality, in the common interest and in cooperation 
between all states, will bring about a fair and 
permanent balance in the international economy in which 
thr! countric•s of the Third World can accelerate their 
prrH:r!:;:; or <.lr·vf'lopmf'nt and enjoy the prospc>r i t.y wll i C'lt 
thr!ir pr!op.1r!s riC]Ittly seck. In other wonb;, Liter<• •~; 
a clear awareness of the need to establish a new 
international economic order. 
The month of May 1974 was a date of particular importance for the 
member countries of the United Nations organization. At its 16th special 
session, the UN General Assembly met to study for the first time the 
problems of raw materials and development and to consider the fundamental 
economic questions which are facing the whole of the world community. 
Faced with the enormous and growing disparity of levels of prosperity 
between the industrialized countries and the developi~g countries, the UN 
decided to begin work urgently on the establishment of a new international 
economic order. Priority for the common good, justice, sovereign equality, 
interdependence and cooperation between all states were the principles 
which the assembly adopted as a basis for its proposals. The express 
in~ention of the agreement freely entered into in this resolution was 
specifically to eliminate or at least reduce the gap between the two worlds 
separated by injustice and by enormous and unjustifiable differences in the 
quality of life. 
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When in 1974 the General Assembly was taking stock of the process of 
development, it noted that since the beginning of the 1970s, the international 
economy had been suffering from a series of profound crises which had demon-
strated as never before the natural close links and interdependence between 
all the member countries of the world community. 
The United Nations resolution raised hopes for the possibility of 
change. These hopes were justifiable in view of the free agreement between 
so many different parties who had bound themselves on the central point 
throu(Jh joint proposals. 
Ncverthelcm;, with the passage of time not only has the qap betW<'<'Il IIH• 
developed world and the world which is still struggling to modernize itself, 
not narrowed, on the contrary, all the basic socio-economi.c indicators 
concur in demonstrating that it is growing to extraordinary proportions. 
The creation of this new international economic order poses a 
challenge of immense proportions and profound potential consequences. It 
is .certain that not since the conference of Bretton Woods in 1945, has the 
international community experienced a joint effort of such magnitude and 
such potential whose outcome will affect in equal measure the developed 
countries with market economies, the countries with central economic planning 
and consequently in a very fundamental way, the immense and underprivileged 
group of countries which constitute the Third World. 
It was natura] that it should be the developing countries which took 
the initiative of facing up to the need for profound and radical changes 
in North-South relations. This l'leed arises from facts which arc so 
spectacular that they are worth recalling, even at the risk of being 
repetitive. Up to the beginning of the 1970s, the prevailing economic order 
brought unprecedented growth to the developed countries of the western world. 
It was during this period that there was a phenomenal increase in the 
productive capacity of these countries, in their real income and their 
level of consumption. Nevertheless, the progress of the developing world 
in the quarter of a century since the second world war is in dramatic 
contrast. 
To illustrate the alarming gap between these two groups of countries, 
some comparisons must be made: from 1952 to 1972 real per capita income 
in the industrialized countries increased by 2,000 dollars to reach almost 
4,000 dollars; whereas real per capita income in the developing countries 
in 1972 was approximately 300 dollars which means that it had increased 
only by the derisory amount of 125 dollars since 1952. Consequently, 
during this period, the increase in real per capita income of the 
developed countries was 16 times greater than that of the developing countries. 
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As a result of these divergent and disparate developments, global 
imbalances in incomes have been constantly increasing and the growth of 
real per capitu income has been fairly limited in a large number of 
developing countries and completely inadequate to have a significant 
effect on the urgent economic and social problems they are facing. In 
addition, for the most part, the benefits derived from this limited growth 
did not reach the mass of the population but gave rise to greater social 
inequality and the intensification of internal political tensions. Even 
if in this case these are matters where responsibility in many ways lies 
with the developing countries themselves, they cannot be entirely separated 
from the many ways in which the internal systems of these countries have 
been linked with the prevailing international economic order. There are 
figures which demonstrate clearly that we are living in a period of great 
inequalities, and that efforts in recent years could to some extent be 
described as vain, for instead of reducing the gap between the developed 
and the developing world, this gap has increased, entailing serious 
consequences for the dramatic situation in which the majority of the 
human race live. At the present time, the developed countries of the 
western world, with only 20% of the world population, enjoy almost 66 % 
of the total. world income. On the other hand, the developing countries, with 
approximately 50% of the world population, do not even enjoy one eighth of 
that income. However, the most alarming point is that within this vast 
total, the poorest developing countries, with approximately 30% of the world 
population, receive only 3% of world income and their average per capita 
income·, which is approximately 120 dollars, represents a fifth of that of 
all 'of the developing countries, and more or less 3% of the average per 
capita income of the industrialized countries. 
The increase over the last 20 years or more in the disparities between 
developed and devebping countries, illustrated by the above figures, can also 
be observed in a more concrete manner by considering consumption of basic 
foodstuffs, clothing, housing, and essential services such as health and 
education. Many of these which undoubtedly constitute a minimum requirement 
for an acceptable standard of living, appear to have progressed only 
slightly in a large number of developing countries. What is more, the 
fund<~mPntal problem of famine and malnutrition, which in many cases can be 
d(':wrihl'd ilfl <Jf'nPralizcd famin0. unemployment and underemployment, rural 
pov•·•ly o111d II••· ti•~Jr •• d.d io11 ol llu• <•nvirolllllf'lll 011•· now morro .u·ul<"' than/.'; 
Y''cH·:; ... ,f) Wll!•n Lllf! dt•V<:lopl'd COIIIll rie:; IH~JOIII, oil 1111' I'XJl!'ll::l' or ql_llt•r:;, 
their phase of rapid economic expansion. A cleilr illustration of the 
existence of basic and structural defects in the machinery binding the 
economies of these two groups of countries is the fact that the developing 
countries do not participate in a just and fair manner as is their right 
as a fundamental part of this process of expansion, in the prosperity 
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generated in the developed countries. This is simply a consequence of the 
historical relationship between both sides, a relationship in which the 
developing countries are essentially the providers of basic material in 
return for investment of capital, technology and manufacture products 
from developed ~ountries. 
Although the natural pattern of this relationship has been undergoing 
certain changes, as the result of a greater awareness among the developing 
countries which has led them to take into their own hands the direct control 
of their basic products and to share in the progress brought by industrializa-
tion, it is clear that the same structure in economic relations between both 
groups of countries still holds good. 
The defects of this structure and the inadequacy of the existing 
machinery through which the expansion of the developed regions is transmitted 
to the third world are also clear in each of the main sectors of international 
economic relations, trade in basic and manufactured products, the transfer of 
technology and the provision of financial aid through the international 
monetary and financial system. 
In other words we are facing the threat that injustice in trade 
dealinrp;, illoqicalities, waste and lack of foresight will directly affect 
lll<! i nL<·n·tJI.tJ, tltf' nconomiPs, the production Aystcmn and above all tho social 
and fJ'Jlitical stalJillly of rnore than three-quarters of all the nation:J ol lhn 
world, precisely those whose development potential, whose basic wealth lies 
in their supplies of raw materials, energy sources or reserves of natural 
resources, and on whose productive capacity, healthy non-alignment and 
political and social stability, will dopcnd - paradoxically - the future 
food supplies of the world and its material prosperity. 
Seen in this light, the new international economic order proposed in 
the resolution of the General Assembly of the UN which sets out clearly within 
<t ju:;t frarunwork the Charter of the Economic Riqhts and Duties of States, 
<~ppnwl'd lJy UH! IJN on 12 December. 1 'l74, is not, a:; nome would claim, a 11imple 
matt:Pr or <Jood countries versus lmd countries; nor. j s it in the final arwly:-Jis 
a political problem. It is above all a question of world survival, an 
essential requirement of common sense to ensure for the almost 4000 million 
inhabitants of the earth a minimum level of subsistence and coexistence which 
we may describe, without embarrassment, as civilized. 
The force of circumstances is now impelling us towards solidarity. 
strictly speaking, within the framework of international interests, at 
present so complex, no problem affecting any individual country, particularly 
when its economy is based on primary products, can fail to involve all other 
nations. The serious economic domestic preoccupations of each country -
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and this is particularly valid in the case of oil - are also the problems 
of the world as a whole. The realization of and the need for interdependence 
and for the justice on which it must be based are being imposed upon the world 
by the force of ne~essity and of history. 
An important and fundamental characteristic of trade during the post-war 
period has been the constant deterioration of the terms of trade for exports 
from developing countries. This can be seen clearly if we bear in mind 
that exports from the third world as a proportion of the world total have 
fallen systematically at an annual rate of 2% over the last twenty-five years 
in relation to prices of the products they import from developed countries. 
International prices of primary products have in the past experienced major 
fluctuations with a characteristic downwards trend originating often not 
only in variations in demand but also in the productive structure and the 
rules governing international trade. The distortion of prices and of 
production structures, the control of transport, the marketing and distribu-
tion of primary products are frequently in the hands of multinational 
companies whose interest lies primarily in maximizing their profits and who 
take no account whatever in their calculations and policies of the socio-
economic requirements of the countries which produce and export these primary 
products. 
International organizations have calculated that the acquisition of 
foreign technology by the developing countries represents at the present 
time an annual cost in foreign exchange of between 3 and 5,000 million dollars, 
which undoubtedly represents a heavy burden on their foreign currency 
reserves. However, it is not only the cost involved in technology transfer 
but, more seriously still, the way in which this is carried out, basically 
through multinational companies which through their restrictive trade practices 
limit to a great extent these countries' development possibilities in the 
external sector and create at the same time a high degree of dependence. 
Moreover, the immense resources which at the present time are devoted in the 
industrialized world to technological research and development contribute 
only minimally to solving the growing problems of malnutrition, health, 
rational supplies of raw materials. In effect most of this research is 
directed towards the unflagging expansion of various military complexes or 
towards unbridled consumption in the over-affluent societies, in which 
absolutely unnecessary anxieties and desires and needs are created which go 
far beyond pointless luxury and come into the realms of irrational squandering 
of resources which should be placed at the service of all mankind. It has 
l)ccomc clear that in this endless and unbridled development, the technology 
which is transferred to our countries is completely inappropriate to our 
characteristics and needs and that in general it is excessively burdensome 
for our early stage of industrial development. Science and technology must 
be universal in the way they are transmitted, applied and used. An instrument 
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wuch as this which is a vital implement for development must be freed from 
this exaggerated commercial, profit-making aspect so that it may lead to true 
social progress and form an essential element in achieving what is so necessary 
today, an improved and healthier quality of life. 
It has been popular to talk about official aid to development provided, 
through international agreements, by the industrialized countries. However 
what is certain is that from 1964 to 1974 this official aid to development 
fell more or less by 3% which is in notable contrast with the expansion of 
over 50% in the real gross product of the developed areas during that decade. 
For this reason the President of Venezuela, carlos Andres Perez, stated in 
his speech at the XXXIst Session of the General Assembly that: 'International 
economic hypocrisy goes under a special name: aid'. 
It is worth pointing out, by way of comparison and to demonstrate that 
there is room for increasing financial aid to developing countries, that in 
1975 world military expenditure reached almost 300,000 million dollars and if 
this was reduced by 5% the resources thus freed would be equivalent to the 
present level of official aid from all sources to developing countries. 
As a consequence of the inadequacy of official aid to development many 
countries of the Third World have been obliged to seek loans on commercial 
markets or to have recourse to credit institutions with very high rates of 
interest and relatively short repayment periods. For this reason the out-
standing foreign public debt of the developing countries as a whole increased 
from 9,000 million dollars at the end of 1965 to 90,000 million dollars at 
the end of 1972. However, this situation has deteriorated as a result of 
the present world economic crisis and the already chronic structural diffi-
culties in the balances of payment of the countries of the Third World have 
grown more sever~, giving rise to grave and acute problems for these countries' 
foreign debts. During the period 1972 to 1974 the total foreign public debt 
reached the enormous figure of 160,000 million dollars. In other words the 
economies of the developing countries are bleeding to death. This without 
a doubt has extremely grave and extensive implications on the future servicing 
of the international debt of the developing countries and as a logical conse-
quence this will be a limiting factor in their economic and social development 
plans. The President of Venezuela has justly described this whole inter-
national system as 'economic totalitarianism'. 
What has been the real and tangible result of this 'economic totalitar-
ianism' which has acted exclusively to the benefit of the industrialized 
countries? Some will try to conceal it using deceptive statistics or 
theories of doubtful validity. The facts are more eloquent. We are in 
reality living in a world of backwardness and poverty. Large masses of 
people suffer from famine and all kinds of privation, deplorable sanitary 
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and educational conditions, millions of families are homeless and what is 
worse have no prospects. Our struggle is against this outdated order. 
This vision is shared by many respectable sections of public opinion and 
centres of decision-making in developed countries. It is not so much a 
question of morality or international justice - which from an ethical point 
of view would be sufficient - but for practical reasons and through attach-
ment to the principles of common sense and survival that we must unite our 
efforts, in a spirit of mutual understanding, peace and harmony, to alter a 
ntate of affairs which besides being unjust and absurd has little chance of 
surviving. 
Independently of what many might feel are minor ethical considerations, 
on a practical level certain fundamental questions must be put: how close 
is the developed world to that stage of its history when its economy will 
become decreasingly productive? In what way is the energy crisis, which is 
so seriously affecting the most powerful economy in the West, as its own 
leader has pointed out in a message, a clear warning of the end of an era 
of history which began with the industrial revolution almost 200 years ago? 
Are we not approaching a new horizon whose economic, social, technological 
and political features are only now beginning to appear? Is it true that 
unfortunately the world is not yet ready to face its own future with confidence? 
Let there be no doubt that the proposals of the General Assembly of the 
UN for the establishment of a new international economic order and its 
principal instrument, the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States, 
constitute at least an initial approach· and the expression of a decisive 
attitude on the part of the vast majority of the world Community to face up 
to the challenges and uncertainties of the near future. The combination 
of economic cooperation and international solidarity between the industrialized 
countries and the developing countries can be summed up in the following 
terms: what can they offer one another, on an equal footing? How can they 
hol:h come toqether to ensure the survival of all? 
on Lhe one hand, capital <:mel tcchnolOIJY ••rc· l111• fuctorn hC'hj ncl Llu· llld jor 
economic powers. These are the two 'relative advantages' as they were once 
called in the theory of international trade. Theoretically, with these two 
factors they will be able at least for a number of years to ensure supplies 
which are flexible, that is to say capable of growing to meet the demand for 
goods and services both for internal consumption and for export. However, 
in the long term, inevitably, this technical basis can only become an economic 
reality if the essential, indeed vital, prerequisite, the existence and supply 
of basic resources, food and above all energy needed for industrial production, 
is fulfilled. 
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On the other hand, basic products, primary resources and energy sources 
are in many cases in our small economies the counterpart of the relative 
advantages of the highly-developed world, the natural complement of a world 
ecosystem of supplies of resources which must operate effectively as such to 
satisfy the collective needs of mankind as a whole. 
Nevertheless, leaving aside the disgraceful and intolerable processes 
of colonial plundering and exploitation, only through the establishment of 
new, fair and rational terms of trade between both economic worlds will i.t be 
possible to meet in the immediate future the growing requirements of the 
population of the planet. However, another fundamental consideration must 
be borne in mind: the traditional resources of the developing countries are 
also exhausted. Other, renewable, resources are gravely threatened with 
total extinction by the unbridled exploitation to which they are subject. 
Doth kinds of resources, by their very nature - and this must not be over-
looked - tend to be inflexible; whatever form they take, they all require 
capital and technology for their optimum use. Thus these new requirements 
of reason, justice and equity face us all with the compelling force of 
evidence and necessity. 
A bold effort at achieving international understanding between different 
and distant countries has been made with the creation of the Organization 
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) which has played a central role in the 
awareness and negotiating ability of the third world in raising the value and 
making maximum use of a resource which now has worldwide importance and at 
the same time providing an instrument to protect natural resources and to 
further negotiations for the establishment of a new international economic 
order. 
The importance of OPEC's action resides not only in its determined policy 
to revalue artificially low petroleum prices but even more fundamentally in 
demonstrating the need to conserve and appreciate the true worth of non-
renewable natural resources which are mankind's heritage, and the need to use 
them in a disciplined and rational manner. Its action also highlighted the 
fact that bargaining for natural wealth is possible in a spirit of peace and 
justice, friendship and dialogue. 
We cannot omit a reference to the recent conference on International 
Economic Cooperat·ion, more commonly referred to as the North-South Dialogue, 
whose conclusions will have far-reaching implications for the future of 
international relations; however, this is not the time to speculate about those. 
After talks lasting a little over a year between 27 countries, all that 
has been achieved is the setting-up of a common fund to finance buffer stocks 
of raw materials and a programme of a thousand million dollars in economic 
aid to the poorer countries. We do not wish to play down the importance of 
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the measures adopted in Paris but neither do we wish to exaggerate their 
impact on the structure of economic relations because what the developing 
countries were. rightly seeking was a series of measures aimed at replacing, 
in the short term, the basis of an international economic system which has 
kept us in a· state of permanent underdevelopment. Finally, what we expected 
from this special forum was the reconciliation of the interests of the 
developed and the developing worlds to facilitate the definitive establish-
ment of the new international economic order. 
We cannot hope for much more than this for history has taught us that 
when we achieve moderately satisfactory results from some negotiations they 
are soon forgotten and abandoned. 
We have always believed that dialogue is the highest and most intelli-
gent means at the disposal of humanity, but dialogue does not mean simply 
a perpetual exchange of ideas, it implies action sometimes in the interests 
of the parties·concerned. 
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